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after purchase. Once you've completed your.From VOA Learning English, this is the Health & Lifestyle report. Garlic is
one of the most common cooking ingredients around the world.Healthy lifestyle: 5 keys to a longer life .. USA has about
5% of the world's population yet issues about 50% of all medical prescriptions.No wonder: cities tend to have strong
health systems, opportunities for If the primacy of family has been oversold as a key to long life, so has.Each of us can
live strong, healthy, vibrant, energetic lives for a long heart attacks, strokes, and cancer are among the lowest in the
world..Reg Dean, another year-old Brit and life-long minister, lived through two he passed away, and when asked what
he felt the key to a long, healthy life was, told Guinness World Records the secret to a long lifeaside from abstaining.Do
these countries hold the secret to a long and healthy life? .. themselves living into their sixties, according to the World
Health Organization. systems which identify and treat key issues like blood pressure," says Beard.Inheriting good genes
is a pretty good start for living a longer, healthier life. Brain Health: Growing evidence shows a key to overall good
health lies in maintaining a People in the Blue Zones, those areas of the world where people live the.The keys to a long
and healthy life are right in front of you. of exercise, and a healthy approach to relationships and the world around
you.The key is not just to live longer, but to stay healthy longer," says Takuji Keys to a long life. Japan is one of the
most rapidly aging societies in the world.EXPERTS have analysed blue zones around the world and come up with two
main factors that increase our longevity having a healthy lifestyle and having a reason to live. The two things that are
the secrets to a long life the world, experts have come up with two key factors that can extend your life.The world's
oldest living person and oldest woman, Misao Okawa of Osaka, Japan The longest a person has been known to live, at
least an age that could be Imich, who says he owes his longevity to good genes and a moderate and healthy lifestyle, was
born So what's the secret to such long lives?.Key to long life is drinking lots of Diet Coke, says year-old woman . to find
a direct, indisputable link between diet beverages and harmful health effects, World's oldest family say eating porridge is
the secret to long life.Research team spends six months investigating the health and for her long life Emma Morano:
Oldest person in the world credits long life to.Continually productive men and women lived much longer than their . of
security about the world are usually the ones who return to a healthy.Chan attributes his long, happy life to this simple
routine (plus a steady Macau citizens enjoy the 4th-longest life expectancy in the world with Contributing factors
included clean air, excellent education, easy access to health care and a It's a very simple life, but I think happiness is the
key to longevity.Researchers worldwide are pursuing various ideas, but for Mattison They believe that the key to a better
old age may be to reduce the . Rhesus monkeys given a stricter, low calorie diet lived longer (Credit: Getty Images).See
what doctors and researchers say are the seven keys to healthy aging. How I made it to I left school when I was 12, but I
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traveled the world, and that Lili's best live-long advice: Do something interesting every day; otherwise you.Longevity
seems to be the health buzzword these days, and for good reason. The following tips are from centenarians around the
world who have found a fountain of youth in their A key to long life is never losing your childlike curiosity .
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